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interactive oral composition:  
resources, Strategies, and the construction  
of improvised utterances in a Finnish  
Freestyle rap battle

The freestyle rap battle is a contemporary form of contest poetry introduced to 
Finland as part of the originally African and Latino American, but today globally 
spread, hip- hop youth culture. During the last decades, Finnish young people have 
dynamically developed the art of orally improvised rap and vernacular perfor-
mance cultures. Contributing to the study of oral composition and argumentative 
forms of oral poetry, this paper examines the construction of improvised utterances 
in the competitive, interactive arena of the battle.
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Forssa is a small industrial town of about 17,000 inhabitants in southwestern 
Finland. on may 21, 2015, spring has arrived, but a chilly wind still blows over the 
wide- open marketplace that is the center of the town. it is Saturday evening, and 
although evenings are already light, few people can be spotted on the streets after 
shops have closed at 6 p.m. close to 10 p.m., a group of young men plus a few women 
starts gathering outside of bar 54, a performance venue behind the corner. The third 
tyykikylä mc battle, an organized event for improvised verbal duels, will start soon. 
Forssa is a far cry from the crowded “hoods” of urban American spatial and social 
contexts that gave birth to the model of this event; in contrast to the largely local nature 
of the American context, except for the main organizer and a few local participants, 
the battlers come from many parts of Southern and central Finland. many have had 
to organize an overnight stay. Vivid conversations, handshakes, and hugs characterize 
the enlarging group. most of the frequent participants know each other but have not 
met since the battles of the winter season.
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 Such amicable orientation of contestants toward each other seems to be in sharp 
contrast with the actual practice for which they have arrived: first, verbal dueling is 
about beating the rival in a playoff game, and, second, contestants seek to achieve this 
by belittling and intimidating the rival with verbal abuse, insults, and confrontational 
performative gestures. recently, close insights into the role of insults and the subtle 
relationship between elements of contest and cooperation have substantially comple-
mented the study of verbal duels (esp. egaña 2007; Pagliai 2010).1 nonetheless, contest 
poetry remains an under- documented and under- researched form of performance art 
and oral poetry. While scholars have noted that many types of oral traditions have lost 
their viability during the transfer from premodern to modern societies, traditions of 
improvised, argumentative oral poetry have instead become more vital during the last 
decades (see, e.g., bertsozale elkartea 2007; Díaz- Pimienta 2014; Garzia, Sarasua, and 
egaña 2001; trapero 2008; Sykäri 2017). lyrical improvisation has also re- emerged 
in new contexts. As part of hip- hop youth culture, improvised oral poetry referred 
to as “freestyle” is now being practiced by young people worldwide, including in 
countries like Finland where no vital models for communicative oral composition 
had been available after the beginning of the twentieth century. in Finland, the ver-
nacular freestyle culture is currently a rapidly expanding form of performance art, 
with freestyle battle one of the major public arenas for the exhibition of skills.
 researchers analyzing established contest traditions in romance- language and 
basque traditions have focused on how the contrastive argumentation in fact con-
structs the performance and also energizes the audience (egaña 2007; Pagliai 2010). 
The aim of this paper is to further examine how, and of what kind of elements, the 
orally composed verbal text is constructed in utterances exchanged during competi-
tive argumentation in front of a public audience. in Finnish battle rap, the utterances 
are quite long, typically 16 to 24 lines, longer than the conventional contest poetry 
stanzas of ten, eight, or four/two lines, which all aim at formulating and presenting 
one major statement during each utterance/turn (see Sykäri 2017). With reference to a 
lengthy competitive exchange transcribed and translated into english, i will examine 
the strategies employed by Finnish freestyle rappers in oral composition and analyze 
how interaction and turn- taking advance and create the verbal text.
 This analysis is based on ethnographic fieldwork and interviews with Finnish 
freestylists during a research project conducted from 2013 to 2016, as well as on 
performance material available on the website youtube. i was present for the tyyki-
kylä 2015 freestyle battle event from which these examples are drawn, as well as for 
several other battles before and after it. Discussions about this event with two of its 
protagonists, mc krister and mc ironine, have complemented my own perceptions, 
and ironine has checked the correctness of the transcriptions of the original Finnish 
examples. The battlefield is emblematically a male venue, which few besides young 
adults normally enter, and i am a woman of a different generation from that of my 
interviewees. This social distance marks my involvement as an ethnographer, but it 
has not made my fieldwork difficult. As i am interested in performers’ skills, as well 
as in how they evaluate each other’s relative skill, i share topics that are very central 
to the practitioners.
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General Outlines of the Finnish Freestyle Battle Event

Freestyle rap and freestyle battles are activities that were transferred to Finland over 
considerable linguistic and sociocultural borders in the 1990s. The poetic idiom and 
the performance event were both domesticated by small groups of individual enthu-
siasts within the frame of hip- hop culture. hip- hop emerged as a youth street arts 
movement in the united States in the 1970s but quickly globalized in the 1980s, 
reaching Finland in 1983–1984. organized battle rap was introduced following the 
models established in the united States, such as the rap olympics and the Scribble 
Jam festival.2 The less formal street corner battles in the united States were also famil-
iar to Finnish rap enthusiasts. in research literature, these spontaneously occurring 
battles are analyzed as being keenly related to black and latino youth growing up as 
members of their peer community and to reflections of knowledge, skill, and respect 
exhibited and gained through verbal and performative prowess (morgan 2009; lee 
2016, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c). As rap battles particularly appear in societies marked by 
large- scale racial segregation, the creation and negotiation of racial and local identities 
is well attested in the research (Alim, lee, and carris 2010, 2011; cutler 2007, 2009; 
Williams and Stroud 2010, 2014). Through hip- hop and rap music, the creativity of 
lyrical improvisation and the freestyle battle format nevertheless found a solid sound-
ing board among young people in Finland as well.
 The establishment of freestyle in Finland was first connected to international, chiefly 
African American influences, but its development during the twenty- first century has 

Figure 1. mc ironine and mc Pure joking with the audience after a battle. Photo by Joni 
ikäläinen.
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increasingly been related to the emergence of locally crafted performance cultures 
and the use of the Finnish language. At the turn of the new millennium, mainstream 
Finnish- language rap broke through, and an organized freestyle battle event, the 
Finnish rap championship (rap Sm),3 was established in 2000. in 2002, the launch 
of the film 8 Mile featuring the rap artist eminem, translated into Finnish by the local 
rap artist Paleface, created a widespread awareness of the battle format among youth. 
From 2004 on, the rap Sm has annually released a DVD with the battles, and more 
recently the material is also available on youtube. For many a solitary practitioner, 
these resources provide salient source material for learning the art. During the latter 
part of the first decade of the twenty- first century, several battlers already had a 10- 
year period of freestyle practice behind them and performed with high competence. 
in addition to a new generation of battle freestylists, the next decade gave rise to the 
now- increasingly popular concepts of non- competitive, interactive freestyle show 
events.
 While the annual Finnish rap championship, which takes place in helsinki, still 
gathers the most competitors and the largest audience and represents the most pres-
tigious event in freestyle battle rap, several major and minor regular and occasional 
events are organized in various cities and towns. These events, like that of Forssa’s 
biannual tyykikylä battles, provide a venue for gaining experience and practicing 
freestyle in front of an audience. most of these events are organized by the emcees 
themselves. A typical battle event has about 20 emcees (versus rap Sm’s approxi-
mately 50), a jury, a host, and a DJ who provides the beats for the battlers. The jury 
conventionally consists of three members, typically senior improvisers or rappers 

Figure 2. mc Pure and mc krister competing, with DJ mGS providing the beats and the 
three-member jury in the background (left). Photo by Joni ikäläinen.
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with at least a background in the activity, while DJs and other insiders in the field 
can complement the jury.
 The Finnish organized freestyle battles have a strong emphasis on the improviser’s 
ability to answer the claims made by the opponent, and within the duel, each partici-
pant alternately takes two turns. The turn- taking order may be decided by the jury or 
by a game of “rock, paper, scissors.” As the rapper who begins has nothing to answer to, 
the winner of “rock, paper, scissors” normally gives the opening turn to the adversary. 
turns normally last from 45 seconds to 1 minute. This corresponds to approximately 
16 to 24 lines per turn. The lines are delivered on the beat of the musical background 
or, especially in additional rounds, a cappella. most experienced performers follow 
the internalized musical structure and know when to stop, while less- experienced 
performers may have shorter strophes than allowed. Sometimes a good final punch 
line will be anticipated during the performance so late that a performer continues to 
deliver lines after the music stops or the end sign is given by the host. The game is 
always a playoff: one contestant of the two continues to the next round.
 Judgment is based on verbal, interactive, performative, and musical qualities of the 
performance. recognized values include that lines are truly and clearly improvised 
rather than formulated ahead of time (they should concretely reflect the given situ-
ation and interaction); that the contestant answers to his or her opponent’s claims; 
the presentation of fresh, inventive, and funny verbal images (gags/punch lines, läppä 
in Finnish); and that the verbal delivery, or the flow, is pleasant and understandable 
and the performer has personal style and charisma. each judge reflects his or her 
personal taste in the decisions, but a wide unanimity is verbalized concerning the 
primary significance of the contents rather than the musical and performative delivery. 
in cases where the rivals are verbally equal, differences may be judged, for example, 
by crediting the sense of rhythm or self- conscious performativity, or by discrediting 
redundancy or disrespectful behavior. in such cases, the jury normally asks for extra 
rounds, and, just as in the main example of this paper, these are common in the battle 
finale—even if they are not necessary for determining the winner, they provide a good 
final show.
 The winner normally receives a monetary award that can range from a few hun-
dred to (in the rap championship) a thousand euros. The winner may also receive 
material awards donated by sponsors. After the battle event is over, or between the 
beginning rounds and the final and semifinal, there is often a more conventional gig 
by a rap artist or group. This way, the event appeals to a maximally large audience. it 
is also typical that the evening ends or continues after battling with an “open mic,” 
which gives the opportunity for anyone to participate and freestyle without the stress 
of competition.
 improvised rap is being developed in Finland explicitly as an oral resource. A 
written parallel to the freestyle battle is the international battle league concept with 
lyrics prepared beforehand. This concept was introduced in Finland in 2012 by mc 
kajo and mc S- molli. in these written rap battles, the adversaries are decided and 
informed of each other some months in advance, and the lyrics are prepared against 
the named rival. The performance is often complemented by freestyles, but the core 
text is constructed of larger written schemes, dramatic units with more complex 
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rhyming patterns and with the argumentative core clothed in stylized narratives (cf. 
kajo’s freestyle performance example iii e: lines 6–13 below). This type of league, 
established in the united States, canada, and Great britain in 2008–2009, developed 
from organized freestyle battles, and, according to my informants, it now dominates 
the institutionalized contexts in these major english- speaking countries (see also 
“battle rap leagues” 2018). in Finland, freestyle battles continue to hold a much stron-
ger position, and most people performing in the written battles are fluent in both 
modes. in the freestyle battle context, the local written league, Skriivaa ku riivaa 
(Skr; Write When you’re obsessed), has become a common symbolic reference for 
the accusation of pre- scripted lyrics. in the battle presented below, Skr activities are 
extensively referred to, as they become a central theme in the argumentation between 
mc kajo, the co- founder of the league, and mc ironine, the winner (against kajo) 
in the final battle of the league’s first championship.

Contest Poetry as Oral Poetry

Finnish freestyle rap battles conform to the classic model of improvised verbal duel: 
two contestants battle against each other in front of an audience for social and/or 
material award, and relative skill is judged by a jury or the audience (miner 1993). 
beyond this basic structure, verbal duels can be conceptualized in terms of different 
means and practices (see, e.g., miner 1993; Pagliai 2009; and above for the battle 
league concept). in this paper, i use the term “contest poetry” exclusively to denote 
a genre of orally improvised poetry: the use of verbal skills and sociolinguistic wit in 
extempore composition of argumentative utterances created by employing a shared 
oral- poetic idiom, in an agreed mode of interaction. Although a performer thus opts 
for originality and context- sensitive meaning, these essentially stem from skillful use 
of a disciplined, special poetic language. This is based on certain conventional con-
straints and superimposed poetic devices—in rap, as in so many other contemporary 
traditions of contest poetry and improvised oral poetry in general, particularly end 
rhyme (see Sykäri 2017).
 in northern european and english- language folklore research, oral composition 
has chiefly been addressed with regard to narrative, in particular epic traditions (see, 
e.g., Foley 1985, 1988, 1991, 1995; harvilahti 1992, 2003; honko 1998, 2003; lord 
[1960] 2001; reichl 1992, 2016). The years- long process of developing fluency in the 
construction of linguistically correct and semantically sensible clauses that fulfill the 
specific poetic constraints and adhere to the musical and performative style is most 
probably a similar cognitive challenge in any form of oral composition. At the surface 
level, semantic and phonic associations create the verbal texture of freestyle in a fash-
ion similar to what was found by lauri harvilahti in his research on Finnish lyric- epic 
poetry (1992). improvisation, as understood here, nevertheless significantly differs in 
the aesthetics and goals of performance from narrative genres that are oriented toward 
delivering a traditional story, such as an epic. At the core of the epic singer’s art is the 
knowledge and management of a story line: an epic singer learns to fluently handle 
and develop narrative themes, episodes, and story patterns, and to employ familiar, 
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encoded idiomatic expressions that can activate an experience of the storyworld in 
the tradition (Foley 1991, 1995).4 An improviser, instead, learns to catch elements of 
the performance context and refine these with associations and wordplay into verbal 
puns, images, and arguments that can be relevant only in that particular communi-
cative context. Thus, an epic singer and an improviser both employ the technique 
of oral composition as their method, but an epic singer is not an improviser in the 
sense in which the word is used here.5 As will become clear in the battle examples, 
in a contest situation, many of the most striking themes and subjects as well as the 
most inventive and personal expressions are sourced from the interaction between 
the contestants. This may set particular demands on the working memory, as it has 
to receive and process new material entering the mind throughout the performance 
(cf. Díaz- Pimienta 2014:322). While narrative strands are part of the formation of the 
verbal text in performance, the central mode of action in a battle is argumentation. 
in addition, an improviser always tries to avoid the use of phrases and expressions 
that are known from previous performances, even for regular themes. however, as 
freestyle utterances are typically quite long, the improviser’s cognitive work partly 
relies on stereotypical, register- specific themes, similar to narrative genres, as will be 
discussed below.
 contest poetry has been a form of performative communication in many cultures 
and communities, and correspondingly, the motives for this communication can vary. 
For example, real tensions and juridical matters between groups have been negotiated 
(caton 1990), and social identity and self- regard have been created and challenged 
(herzfeld 1981, 1985) through poetry contests. improvised confrontations have also 
formed part of the ritual communication in wedding festivities and other major feasts 
(caraveli 1982, 1985; yaqub 2007), as well as casual entertainment between groups 
of youth, particularly men (e.g., Asplund 2006; baud- bovy 1936; heinonen 2008; 
herndon and mcleod 1980). most contest poetry traditions actively practiced today 
focus on producing performative, recreational events for an audience (for mediter-
ranean, basque, and latin American traditions, see, e.g., Armistead and Zulaika 2005; 
bertsozale elkartea 2007; Díaz- Pimienta 2014; Pagliai 2009, 2010; Sykäri 2017; Zedda 
2009). These events can be undertaken either in terms of collaborative confrontations 
or as a “real” competition in which relative skill is judged by a jury or the audience, 
like in a rap battle. like their physical counterparts in sports games, these competi-
tions are about exhibition of skill and inventiveness in the given register, situational 
wit, and performative prowess as well as psychological endurance. economic benefits 
are also often at stake.
 The specific thematic and expressive contents of battle rap also reflect verbal duels 
found in male peer cultures, where sexually explicit verbal challenges are performa-
tive exchanges. These have been analyzed within African American communities as 
well as in the eastern and Southern mediterranean (Abrahams 1970; brenneis 1978; 
Dundes, leach, and Özkök 1970; labov 1972). While actual textual improvisation 
plays a minor role here, and formulaic phrases are commonly used instead, tim-
ing, quickness of thought, and performative and sociolinguistic skills are similarly 
important. The exchange of such offensive and witty utterances in rhyme between 
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African American youth provided one of the significant frames for the development 
of freestyle and rapping (for the development of rap in the united States; see, e.g., 
chang 2008; Dimitriadis 1996; keyes 2004; krims 2000; rose 1994; toop 2000).
 in a verbal duel, the actual performance is often composed of (a) boasting, and (b) 
mocking and belittling or (in a rap battle) “dissing” the opponent. The disses can be 
imaginary, invented subjects, or direct attacks against the person represented by the 
rival. Valentina Pagliai makes the useful distinction between the person as artist, as 
individual, and as character when analyzing the role of insults in tuscan Contrasto 
performance (2010:89; for this distinction, see also Auslander 2004:6–12). neverthe-
less, Pagliai also notes that, despite what is presumed in some literature on verbal 
duels, verbal insults can be targeted at the person as an individual, rather than only at 
the character “played” by the rival (2010:91). This is also the case in Finnish freestyle 
rap battles.
 When the verbal duel is concretely competitive, much is at stake, and a failure to 
meet the needs of the occasion, like defeat more generally, can be a humiliating experi-
ence. Therefore, protective “face- work” and strategies of negotiating these experiences 
both during and after performances are central in much recent sociolinguistic research 
on verbal duels (cutler 2007, 2009; lee 2009b; Pagliai 2010). The co- construction of 
identities, particularly racial and local identities, in performance is another theme 
raised in sociolinguistic analyses of rap battles (cutler 2007, 2009; Alim, lee, and 
carris 2010, 2011; Williams and Stroud 2010, 2014). As noted by all these scholars, 
even the truly competitive duels are also interactive and collaborative. yet the agonistic 
tension during the battle is palpable, and a successful performative self- identification 
is a meaningful aspect for the participants in these events. The straightforward goal 
in a freestyle rap battle duel is to win.

Freestyle as an Oral Poetic Idiom

improvised rap shares its main poetic conventions with written rap, yet the demand 
of fluency in oral composition in performance with the superimposed poetic feature 
of end rhyme poses a highly divergent cognitive challenge. Freestyle is an oral- poetic 
idiom, based on an oral method of composition.
 in any oral- poetic culture, individual performers internalize a culturally constructed 
medium acknowledged by its poetic constraints, in order to use it in oral perfor-
mance within a community whose members share the knowledge for the use of this 
medium and regard it as cultural capital. Since the 1990s, the notion of register (or 
oral- poetic register) has been used to denote such a medium of performance in the 
study of oral traditions (see esp. Foley 1995; Agha and Frog 2015). The original use of 
the notion—stemming from Dell hymes’ definition, “major speech styles associated 
with recurrent types of situations” (1989:440)—equates the special poetic language 
with its context- dependent use. however, the more recent usage (e.g., kallio 2013; 
Sykäri 2014; see also Frog 2015) is more akin to the recent sociolinguistic use of 
the term (e.g., Agha 2004). in this study, i distinguish between freestyle as a poetic 
language (a general cognitive tool for oral composition) and its registers, such as a 
freestyle battle. Freestyle can be performed in several different stylistic modes and 
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communicative registers, within which the roles of, for example, free flow of mind, 
narration, argumentation, interactivity, and turn- taking differ. Freestyle rap battle is a 
freestyle register, which deploys the idiom in a competitive, argumentative, reciprocal 
mode and is characterized by certain thematic contents and strategic means.
 in general, the poetic conventions for what can be regarded as freestyle are flexible, 
which moderates the challenge of oral composition in a quick tempo and with relatively 
long utterances. in rap, a stanza is referred to as a “verse,” but to avoid confusion, i here 
use the terms “line” and “strophe” when discussing the poetic form. A line adheres 
(approximately) to the length of the four- beat musical bar and characteristically termi-
nates with an end rhyme. The line is normally structurally and semantically a clause, 
but enjambment is possible as well. As the Finnish freestyle line is not determined by 
a certain amount of syllables or stresses (the syllables per beat and stresses per line 
vary according to the speed and style of delivery), for determining and transcribing 
lines it is important to understand the role of end rhyme as the leading figure in the 
cognitive construction of ideas and the method of composition: composers come up 
with end rhymes before structuring the clause that leads to them (see also Sykäri 2017).
 The rhyme “words” (in fact, phonic sections that can include several words or be part 
of a longer word) in Finnish freestyle rap can be analyzed as “vowel rhymes,” as they 
systematically, allowing for small deviations (chiefly with the “i” sound), replicate the 
vowel sounds in both the accented and non- accented positions of the section, while 
the consonants can be different. This type of rhyme is common in english- language 
rap as well, as reflected in the translation in this paper (see also Alim 2006; bradley 
2009; edwards 2009). Vowel length is meaning- bearing in Finnish, but the vowels 
constituting the rhyme sections can be of different quantity. linguistic stress in Finn-
ish words is always on the first syllable, with side stress on the third or fourth syllable 
and then on every second syllable in still longer words. As is conventional in (oral) 
poetry, rhyme sections normally begin on these stressed syllables. Finnish words are 
agglutinative, which makes them very long, and they are actively conjugated in 12 
cases. All these factors enable the liberty to formulate long, creative, and unexpected 
rhymes. The construction of rhyme sections of four or more syllables, referred to as 
double-  or multi- rhymes, is an appreciated skill. During the performance, skillful 
improvisers can analyze and organize, in their minds, rather long sequences of clauses 
in terms of both their semantic meaning and their phonic appearance.
 The basic method of composition is to advance in rhyming couplets: two lines 
end with words that rhyme. Additional rhymes also appear inside the line, often on 
the second beat, but they can also form a row inside a line. A rhyme unit can also 
consist of several lines. Although the compositional structures favor units of two or 
four lines, an uneven number of lines that rhyme or a one- liner with multiple rhymes 
occasionally occurs as well.
 Freestyle can be composed as a freely associative flow of lines and rhymes by advanc-
ing line by line and adding a suitable image to the second line of the couplet that 
rhymes with the first line. i refer to this practice as the association method. even in 
this case, the improviser picks up the second rhyme word somewhere in the middle 
of uttering the first line, before creating the clause that ends with the selected rhyme. 
nevertheless, the competitive exchange of utterances in the battle brings about a 
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heightened need for a more rigorous argumentative structure. in order to effectively 
create surprising punch lines, the improviser then uses the anticipation method: he or 
she composes the punch line, the last line of the couplet or of a larger semantic unit, 
in the mind before planning or uttering the line or lines that precede that anticipated 
punch line. in the anticipation method, the punch lines are thus embedded in the 
utterance by priming them. because the first line (or lines) of such semantic units 
often come up without conscious mental effort, and their central role is to prime the 
head line by replicating the sounds of the rhyme word, these priming lines are often 
rather general in terms of meaning. They are on average shorter as well. When the 
cognitive skills are systematically exercised, the semantic units can be stretched, typi-
cally up to four lines, yet the end rhymes tend to appear in couplets. both anticipated 
and associative lines alternate during freestyle performances. The percentages differ 
between persons and performances and reflect the focus of the performance (for 
example, the structure of argumentation and entertaining the public is different from 
the free flow of mind in solitary or peer contexts, or when practicing the delivery 
style), situational energy levels, habits, talent, and the amount of conscious rehearsal. 
The examples below will make these principles clear.

Tyykikylä MC Battle 2015

The following paragraphs introduce the verbal interaction in the battle event through 
transcriptions and translations from the tyykikylä battle event. The core material 
to be presented covers several full rounds from the final battle. in order to illustrate 
the emergence of even longer interpersonal and intertextual chains, i have added 
a few excerpts from the beginning of the event and from the final, nontranscribed 
utterances. in these excerpts, the thematic focus is on the place of origin, which is a 
central organizing principle in positioning oneself and others in rap lyrics (see esp. 
Forman 2002). An introduction to the major semantic and structural elements as well 
as information needed to understand names and other references is given before the 
first excerpts and, with respect to the final battle, after each turn. i use the marks // 
in places where the excerpt is cut from the utterance.
 The performances were videotaped by organizer mc krister and are available on 
youtube. This makes the battles accessible to a wider audience after the event. The 
videos also open partial access to nonverbal communication, but much of the ongoing 
interaction between the performers as well as the audience participation is, of course, 
lost. The present analysis is necessarily also restricted because it is only possible to 
provide the outlines of the verbal interaction and lyrical means without an analysis 
of the co- occurring performative means.
 in order to convey the primary poetic and compositional device of freestyle rap—
the end rhymes—my transcriptions, first checked by ironine for their exact form, 
have been translated from Finnish into english by bilingual Finnish translator and 
Spoken Word poet kasper Salonen. This poetic translation alters the exact wording 
and expression to some degree. however, these two languages are so different in their 
syntax, morphology, and idiomatic expressions that providing a close wording or a 
closer linguistic analysis would be impossible within a reasonable space. on the other 
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hand, the end rhymes and the idiomatic language provide a more authentic experi-
ence of the genre. i have prioritized the latter, since my primary target is to analyze 
these utterances with regard to how they deploy, reflect, and create interaction, as well 
as to how the specific, situation- sensitive arguments alternate with common battle 
themes inside an utterance. i use an asterisk (*) in the analysis to indicate that the 
exact wording/word order is different in the translation. The rhyme words are itali-
cized in the original Finnish text, and capital letters are used to mark the beginning 
of a new semantic entity. in the english translation, i have bolded the major themes 
and italicized other themes that are subject to direct retorts.
 For maximum excitement, in tyykikylä battles, the rivals are decided by drawing 
lots. in this case, two of the experienced contestants, mc niko nova and mc ironine, 
are against each other right in the first contest. This makes for an excellent battle to 
begin with but results in the unpleasant fact that one of them will be eliminated from 
the start. niko nova (a.k.a. rölli) begins by introducing himself and ironine with his 
dialectal accent: Hi everyone, I’m Rölli, I come from Kuopio, Ironine is from Tampere. As 
is common for comments verbalized immediately prior to the beginning of a battle, 
these words become embedded in their performance.

example 1: 
tyykikylä 2015, ironine vs. rölli6

niko nova i: 1. // elikkä menekkä sitte takas tampereelle
  2. se on vittu yhtä myöhässä ku sun cd //

ironine i: 3. en mä oo tampereelta, mä oon Turusta
  4. stereotypia jenkkileffapulsusta
  5. tulee tänne aukomaan päätä
  6. mut tieksä et mua rupee haukottaa näätä
  7. pitäis antaa sul luoti ottaan
  8. mitä tulee paskaa pohjosest eli—Kuopiosta //

niko nova ii: 9. Äijä tulee jostain vitu Turusta
  10. sä oot varmaan vittu tyhmin äijä koko vittu sun suvusta //

ironine ii: 11. // mitä tulee tänne avautumaan
  12. pitää pistää tää Rölli takas tölliin palautumaan
  13. jalkautumaan takas Kuopioon
  14. kukaan tätä huoliiko annetaa sil tuomio . . . //

niko nova i: 1. // Go back to Tampere, that’s an advice freebie
  2. i’s just as fucking late as your supposed cD //

ironine i: 3. I’m from Turku not from Tampere, get it right, champ
  4. A perfect example of a hollywood movie tramp
  5. coming here opening his cunning jaws
  6. When you rap i always start yawning frogs
  7. i’m gonna violate you so plead the fourth
  8. Straight from Kuopio: bullshit bleeds from the north //

niko nova ii: 9. Coming over from Turku is like fighting gravity
  10. you’re probably the stupidest fucker in your whole damn family //
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ironine ii: 11. // can you believe this trash- talking troll
  12. he’s got a hangover, go sleep it off in your hole
  13. Or on the streets of Kuopio living it large
  14. no one’s gonna give a shit when he finally gets charged //

These couplets are a good example of how the battle argumentation targeted at dissing 
the opponent is constructed through loading an element, in this case, the name of the 
place of origin or current domicile, with certain connotations that turn this element 
into an index of inferiority. Structurally, the couplet model with one priming line 
and one punch line (anticipation method) is exemplified in lines 7–8, where ironine 
encourages the audience to participate by priming a line that unequivocally leads to 
the rhyme word Kuopiosta* (from kuopio). The wording “luoti ottaan”* (lexically: 
a bullet in the forehead) that he uses as priming reflects the name of a radio show 
“nappi ohtaan” hosted in a local radio station by niko nova (rölli). The expression 
is semantically identical, but the specific word is changed in order to create a rhyme. 
This allusion is a common type of semantic association that can only be understood 
by those familiar with the scene. on the other hand, the first couplets of both per-
formers exemplify how the first line already renders the main idea of the couplet, 
and the second line adds something suitable to rhyme with it (association method).
 As the event proceeds, after seven more battles in the first round, mc kajo enters 
the stage with escalating clamor from the audience. he was the twofold winner of 
the earlier tyykikylä battles in 2011 and 2013 as well as a twofold winner of the rap 
Sm championship in 2009 and 2011 (and the first threefold winner after his return 
to battle in rap Sm in october 2015). he has not participated in public battles for 2 
years but has now arrived to defend his earlier victories. kajo’s first rival is Aate from 
loimaa, who is battling on stage for the first time in his life. Due to unfamiliarity and 

Figure 3. mc kajo. Photo by Joni ikäläinen.
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disparity in competence between the speakers, at one point, kajo enters in a narrative 
to represent his place of origin, kaarina. This narrative passage is exceptionally long 
in terms of what is typical in the battle context, but shows that narrative strands are 
neither absent nor alien to the argumentation.

example 2: 
tyykikylä 2015, 1. round: Aate vs. kajo7

kajo: // Vähä niinku oisin joku isäntä
  ja niinhä mä oonki aina ku mä oon Forssas mestoissa sisällä
  Jee siks krister mut tänne palkkaa
  se on mc kajo ei dokaa ees mitään vitu kaljaa
  mä oon aina näihi vitun wäkki- mc:hin verrattuna skarppina
  sen takii Kaarina on yhtä niinku koko vitu maailma
  Jee, ja mikrofonii vielki testaan
  ooksä miettiny miks se on Suomen friistailpääkaupunki vaik se on nii pieni mesta?
  jee no ei sun tarvi siit stressaa
  minkäköhä takii?—Siks et kajo o siel pressa

  // it’s like i’m some kind of maestro
  Which I am whenever I’m in Forssa taking a wild stroll
  yeah that’s why krister always asks me here
  ’cause mc kajo doesn’t drink any fucking beer
  compared to these wack mcs i’m always sharp in a
  Big way, that’s why Kaarina’s the whole world startin’ up
  yeah, i check the mic ’cause it’s graspable
  Ever wonder why such a small place can be the freestyle capital?
  So don’t feel discontent
  you know why?—’cause kajo’s the president

Figure 4. The audience greets kajo as he enters the stage. Photo by Joni ikäläinen.
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 Altogether, 22 participants take part in the first battle round. The second round is 
comprised of five battles, and as the number of performers is unevenly distributed 
with regard to having a normal set of semifinal and final, the jury decides to organize 
the third round with three battlers starting and each having one turn, after which one 
is eliminated and the other two continue with the normal two turns. ironine wins 
the first battle and kajo the second, and, as a result, kajo and ironine are called out 
to take the final.
 The following transcription and translation cover three full rounds from each mc, 
plus kajo’s fourth round, ironine’s immediate retort to its last lines, and a few com-
plementary couplets from later rounds. This battle is intensive and extraordinarily 
long, six rounds altogether, which allows me to analyze how themes and subjects are 
introduced, continued, and returned to by two competent performers with different 
styles. kajo and ironine start with two normal rounds on the beat.

example 3: 
tyykikylä 2015, finale: kajo vs. ironine8

A kajo i
 1. Pieksän tän huoran aina
 2. Samppi sano just et kalle nyt on ruoka- aika
 3. jee, mut ku vittu tätä fägiskamaa
 4. ei tää oo ruoka, vähä niinku enemmän ku välipala
 5. muistaksä Skr- bätlen
 6. no se on se mist mä tulin puhumaan nytte tänne
 7. sä heitit sen läpän siin jotai et sä oot yhdentekevää

Figure 5. mc kajo vs. mc ironine. Photo by Joni ikäläinen.
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 8. mä teen sen saman—vaihdetaas roolei nytte keskenään
 9. näyttääks tää tutulta
 10. Fegen juttu tulee aina kuulostaa pupulta
 11. aivan sama, jäbä pieksi nytte Kallen
 12. mut hei, luuliksä oikeesti et mä tein tän sua varten?
 13. eikä ny jäbä oo sentään nii vitun tärkee jäbä
 14. etkä ollu myöskään SkP:n äänestäjä
 15. minkä takia—kerro se taaski
 16. keijo sano sä oot homoja vihaava natsi
 17. Jee, ja vittu
 18. jos et sä äänestä SkP:tä ja ei päde tuskin läppäs
 19. jos et sä oo duunari nii minkä takii
 20. sullon tollane vitu bussikuskilätsä?
 21. Jee, toi tyyli etoaa
 22. vähä lapsellist et sä yrität tollee niinku meikäläist sekottaa
 23. ku sult ei onnistu toi rimmaaminen
 24. yht vitu lapsellist ku futikses filmaaminen
 25. Jee, sä voitat mut tuskin
 26. mä vittu tukehdutan sut tähän pussiin
 27. no pussi päähän—läppä olis varmaan vähä vanhaa
 28. mut jos on näi ruma jäbä ni kyl se pitää toho tarraa

 1. i’ll beat back this whore with a rhyme
 2. Samppi just said kalle listen up it’s dinner time
 3. yeah but fuck this faggot’s lines are crude
 4. This ain’t a real meal it’s more like finger food
 5. Remember the battle at SKR?
 6. Well that’s what I came to talk about with these less lame bars
 7. you spat something about being inconsequential
 8. Alright i’ll switch the roles and make this shit sequential
 9. Does this ring any bells?
 10. Fege’s shit is always crappy as hell
 11. but whatever yeah you beat kalle like a fool
 12. but did you really think i did any of this shit for you?
 13. You’re just not that important or a VIP
 14. You didn’t even vote Communist like a real- life G
 15. tell us why you stick to your wack ways
 16. keijo said you’re a nazi who likes to bash gays
 17. yeah and fuck it
 18. If you don’t vote for the Commies then your words are full of crap
 19. If you ain’t a working man
 20. Then what’s with the bus conductor’s cap?
 21. yeah, your style makes me sick
 22. it’s pretty childish that you’re trying to make me trip
 23. ’cause you can’t even rhyme without there being a hitch
 24. it’s just as childish as faking an injury on a football pitch
 25. yeah there’s no way you’re winning and that’s sad
 26. i’m gonna have to choke you out with this plastic bag
 27. Alright that gag was a bit old about being choked
 28. but for an ugly fuck like you i had to slip in that joke

 kajo begins with a quatrain that frames the performance situation and depicts his 
opponent as being of minor importance. he then introduces two themes (the central 
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arguments are bolded) that will be discussed throughout the battle: in lines 5–12, the 
next two quatrains, he makes reference to the written Skr battle finale between him 
and ironine 5 months earlier (ironine won this battle). lines 8–12 would be unin-
telligible without seeing the visual reference kajo makes by pointing to his haircut. 
yhdentekevää (meaning “indifferent; inconsequential”) is the name of the rap act by 
him and his sister, mc lehmä, and Fege is ironine’s earlier artist name. The second 
theme introduced in the next two quatrains (lines 13–20) reflects kajo’s actual leftist 
political activism, upon which he begins to build a class- conscious differentiation 
between him and ironine. here, he initiates the creation of two contradictory pro-
files, which follow throughout the battle, although they do not remain dominant, as 
another, personally more reflexive theme also exists. The final quatrain is inspired by 
him finding a plastic bag on the floor.
 Structurally, kajo’s performance proceeds in regular four- line semantic units, with 
end rhymes in regular couplets, except in lines 17–20, where he extends the semantic 
couplet over four musical bars. kajo’s technique of anticipating the punch lines and 
priming them with a more general or introductory line is very regular.

b ironine i
 1. olikohan toi edes friistailii
 2. sä jäit kolme kertaa kii et sä tiirailit
 3. mua, ku mä otin tos kaljaa
 4. sä mietit noi etukäteen iha vitun varmaan
 5. Ja mitä puhut äänestämisä/sestä
 6. vitun hankala sana lausuu kännissä

Figure 6: mc kajo vs. mc ironine. kajo is wearing an Skr t-shirt with a logo designed by 
ironine. Photo by Joni ikäläinen.
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 7. mut äijä on tääl mua pännimässä
 8. vitu homo mä oon sun pomo ja toi on mun logo
 9. mä oon se vittu tehny
 10. ihan sama jos sä teet ikinä levyy
 11. emmä tule fiittaamaan, paskaakaan piittaamaan
 12. aika alkaa niiaamaan tai tulen sniikkaamaan
 13. selkäsi taa, ihan saat kunnolla
 14. jäbä näyttää pulloja keräilevält mummolta
 15. Siitä saat tienestin
 16. muhu verrattuna mä leimaan sut pieneksi
 17. ja kattokaa meit, ruvetkaa tsiigaamaa
 18. kumpi on vittu voittanu kumman kenen liigassa?

 1. I wonder if you even freestyled to that tune
 2. I caught you staring at me three times from across the room
 3. When I was getting a beer
 4. You thought up those disses beforehand I think it’s clear
 5. And you talked about rote-  [he self- corrects] voting in the election race
 6. Hard word to pronounce when you’re drunk off your face
 7. So you’re here to disgrace me
 8. Fuck you homo, I’m the head honcho and that’s my logo
 9. I made it myself oh yes indeedy
 10. i don’t give a shit if you ever release a cD
 11. Don’t want a feat or a showdown, don’t care about the lowdown
 12. you’d better go down on your knees or i’ll throw down and squeeze
 13. With my hands around your esophagus
 14. You look like a bag lady who belongs in a sarcophagus
 15. Go ahead make your wages
 16. but compared to me you’re so small that you’re faded
 17. But take a look at us and think about the intrigue
 18. Who’s won who in whose damn battle league?

 ironine starts his turn by accusing kajo of pre- scripted lines, and, with a reference 
to himself just having been sitting in the bar having a beer, he frames their interaction 
in the given event. he then begins to turn to the theme of voting but, perhaps due 
to his misspeaking, changes track and ends up with his first major punch line. This 
punch line is inspired by kajo’s reference to the written battle (Skr) and the related 
Skr logo visible on kajo’s shirt, which, as a matter of fact, was painted by ironine. 
ironine then turns to class contrast, enhancing the emergent profiles by depicting his 
opponent as a bag lady collecting bottles. his final punch line couplet is again inspired 
by the Skr theme opened by kajo, indicating that he has indeed won against kajo in 
kajo’s own rap league.
 Structurally, except for a single one- liner, the composition proceeds in regular 
couplets with end rhymes. ironine’s method of composition differs from that of kajo 
in that he is more freely carried by upcoming associations: after a couplet, he often 
goes on with a line that semantically continues the idea of the previous line and then 
closes this couplet by catching a rhyme that enables him to add something or to cre-
ate a new theme. effective use of the association method is typical for many early 
self- taught Finnish practitioners, but ironine is also fully able to construct his major 
punch lines by priming them, like in his final couplet (lines 17–18).
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 before kajo starts his second round, someone from the audience comments “A 
nice one” (aika paha), which is reflected in his first, introductory lines:

c kajo ii
 1. Aika paha
 2. vittu aivan sama
 3. mua ei kiinnosta yhtään tää jäbä
 4. ku ei tää Fege pysty täällä mitää lykkäämään räbää
 5. mist mä voisin keksii näitä aiheita
 6. et tä äijä uskoo et mä en oikeesti heitä niinku friistaileja
 7. jee, eli mä kerron sen sulle just
 8. hyvä et dissaat mua siit, ku jäbä o siit just vittu tunnettu
 9. Jee, meitsin tyyli kasvaa
 10. niinku hamppupelto, mä oon nii blingi
 11. ku toi vitu Hannun Kello, piste com,
 12. mut jäbä ei varmaa edes tiedä mis se on, jee
 13. Ja piti dissaa rivoo amisläpillä
 14. mut ku näin noi viikset ni pitää jäbästki rupee räkimään
 15. Jee, dissaan näit ämmii täällä
 16. kyl mä ymmärrän et sullon vittu suojakänni päällä
 17. Ja mitä sä alat puhumaa, mä näytän pulsulta?
 18. tää on jostai vitu 80- luvulta!
 19. eli tuu kunnol vetämään
 20. nii mä kysyn kumpi meist on se vitun pullonkerääjä?
 21. et sä näytä pummilta
 22. mut ei se mitää, vittu, kierrätys kunniaan!
 23. ja mä voin puhuu siit paljo
 24. mut et sä ymmärrä mitä tarkottaa ihmisarvo
 25. Sä oot just niit kusipäit ku tuhoo tä maapallon
 26. ja sen takii kajo nyt tulee takas ja tän jäbän talloo
 27. jee, ja voin kertoo jotain sust myös paljo
 28.  mut sä oot siin mieles yhteiskuntakriittinen et sä oot vitu vainoharhanen ja kelaat et isoveli 

valvoo

 1. you say nice one
 2. but i don’t give the tiniest slice, son
 3. i don’t care about this strapping lad
 4. ’cause Fege is the shit when it comes to rapping bad
 5. How could I convince you I’m not lying?
 6. When I battle you on stage you know I’m freestyling
 7. Yeah so this is what you wanted to go for
 8. When preparing wack lyrics is what you’re fucking known for
 9. yeah my styles grow
 10. like a pot farm, i’m bling like
 11. That clock- on- the- wall, dot com
 12. you don’t know what it is so i’ll spin you a hot yarn
 13. i was gonna bust on rivo for his moustache
 14. but i saw your face and had to break out and blast
 15. Yeah I’m dissing these here thugs
 16. I know you get your courage up with a couple beer jugs
 17. And what you talking ’bout I look like a bag lady
 18. This jacket is probably straight from the 1980s!
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 19. So c’mon give it to me full throttle
 20. And I’ll ask you which one of us looks like he collects bottles
 21. You don’t look like a bum
 22. But nevermind, fuck it, keep recycling, son!
 23. I’ve learned a lot about it recently
 24. But you have no idea about basic human decency
 25. You’re one of these dicks destroying the planet
 26. So that’s why kajo’s back letting wack mcs have it
 27. Yeah and I know you’re paranoid and smothered
 28.  I guess it makes you sort of socially critical that you’re constantly scared about being 

watched by Big Brother

After making a general claim that his opponent can’t improvise, kajo takes up the accu-
sation of prepared, not improvised, lines, turning the blame on ironine on this subject. 
After enclosing a reference to the event’s sponsor hannun kello* (hannu’s Watch), 
whose name is advertised behind the stage, and a pair of contextually informed lines, 
kajo attacks ironine’s own words of being drunk by pointing out that he wouldn’t, in 
fact, dare to perform sober. Within the lines in which he reacts to being accused of 
being a bag lady, he counterattacks by pointing to ironine’s jacket with the indication 
that that is a truly worn- out object. he then re- politicizes the theme with references 
to human rights and environmental issues, further elaborating on the profile he’s 
creating for his rival. kajo overruns his turn after the beat stops by two lines in a 
cappella, which allows the final line to become very long.

D ironine ii
  Vitun nisti—
 1. sä pelkäät Venäjää, se hyökkää, vittu mikä vitsi
 2. tää jätkä on ite kommunisti
 3. SkP—hyvä puolue
 4. sitä äänestää rumat ja juopuneet
 5. yhteiskunnan alhaiset
 6. ja kajon parhaat kaverit eli vammaiset
 7. Pertti kurikan nimipäivä
 8. loppuu skilssit äijält, vedä piripäissäs
 9. Siinä räppiä
 10. kyl sä tiedät, sä voit koittaa kiistää äkkiä
 11. et jollait tapaa mut voisit mitenkään voittaa
 12. sä voit mennä polvilles ja ruveta imemään roikkaa
 13. eli jatkojohtoo
 14. pistetään tää poika pakkohoitoon
 15. ja pistetää sitä gemmii poistoon
 16. ihan sama, meikäläinen vitullinen roisto
 17. Ja mä teen nyt tän nii et kaikki huomasi
 18. täs on mun kolmet juomani ja lahjon tuomarit
 19. ime siitä
 20. ja sä voit jotai paskaa hirveet pistää

  Fucking fiend on dope
 1. You’re scared Russia’s gonna attack, what a fat joke
 2. He’s obviously a communist ’cause he’s flat broke
 3. The Commies, yeah what a great party
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 4. The only ones who vote for it are drunk and gnarly
 5. The lowest of the low
 6. And the retards, some of the best guys he knows
 7. like that punk band
 8. you got no spunk or sand, just junk in your hand
 9. trying to spit
 10. you know you can’t try to deny that shit
 11. ’cause there’s no way you’re gonna top my score
 12. you can get on your knees and suck like a whore
 13. on a sweet mint
 14. We need to get this kiddie some treatment
 15. Then get him a little bit of weed sent
 16. yeah ’cause you know i was street- bred
 17. And i’ll do this so everybody sees it
 18. my drink i’ll seize it, the crooked judges believe it
 19. So suck it up
 20. Whatever comes next you’re gonna fuck it up

 ironine shortly answers to kajo’s last retort with a similar remark on social fears. 
he then turns to mock the communist Party for allegedly receiving votes from only 
the lowliest members of society. Pertti kurikan nimipäivä,* the name of a punk band 
consisting of disabled members, reflects a type of a semantic association often occur-
ring after uttering a line on a specific theme or subject. After making a claim that 
kajo couldn’t win him, ironine creates a sexually loaded, feminizing image. Finally, 
as a performative trick, he takes from his pocket the tickets for free drinks in the bar, 
given to all performers, and makes the joke of bribing the jury.
 After these two first rounds, the audience calls for an a cappella round, and the jury 
asks for it. here, the performers have more freedom in terms of personal rhythms 
and styles, which are visible even in the length of the lines.

e kajo iii
 1. todellaki jäbä ei pysy vissii terveessä järjessä enää
 2. mut tulee tänne nyt onneks parempi MC tää vetää
 3. sä oot vääräs siit SkPeest, koska ei meit äänestä ketää
 4. mut hei, mult löytyy sitä itseironiaa
 5. vähä niinku sultki, sen takii jäbän nimi on Itseironia
 6. nyt päästään tekee sitä a capellaa niinku Skr tyylii
 7. vähä niinku sillo ku jäbä mult sen mestaruuden nyysi
 8. jee, mut ei kajo jääny sen takii kyyneleitä pyyhkii
 9. mua vaan ärsyttää se et sä voitit, ei siks et sä voitit, vaa siks et sä oot nii vitu ärsyttävä tyyppi
 10. Jee, todellaki, mut ei mua paljo huolet paina
 11. emmä hävinny sen takii et mä en osais friistailaa
 12. emmä hävinny sen takii et mullois ruma paita
 13. mä hävisin sen takii et jengii vaa vituttaa sillee, et ei se kajo nyt voi voittaa aina
 14. Jee, mut todellaki, tän Fegen nytte tapoin vaa
 15. mä tuun sua sakottaa, sanottaa, pitäskö rajoittaa
 16. - mä unohdin punchlainin, ei se mitään, keksitään uusi
 17. mc kajol on muutenki lavalla vittu seksikkäät muuvit
 18. Jee, no äijä o eka jäbä joka käyttää jotai tekoripsii
 19. sen lisäks sullon tekotissit
 20. niinku sun muijal, mut se ei oo silti kaunis ku sille maistuu pekoni ja sipsit
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 21. Jee, mut todellaki, mun tyyli on aika vitu pullee aina
 22. tä bätlen jälkeen sä et kehtaa ees näyttää su kasvoi—oG Ulla- Maija!

 1. you’re losing your mind if you think you’ll win this fight
 2. but thank god here’s a real mc stepping up to the mic
 3. You’re wrong about the Commies, we got no voters in sight
 4. but hey i got pounds of self- irony
 5. i guess you do too so i got your name finally
 6. Now this is a cappella with the SKR styles
 7. Kinda like when you stole that championship right under my eyes
 8. Yeah, but Kajo ain’t the type who just sits down and cries
 9.  I’m just pissed off you won, not because you won, but because you’re such an annoying guy
 10. Yeah for sure, I’m carefree and chill
 11. I didn’t lose ’cause my styles weren’t wicked and ill
 12. I didn’t lose ’cause my shirt was recycled by Goodwill
 13. I lost ’cause peeps were pissed that Kajo was always topping the bill
 14. yeah but check it i’m the one who just got Fege killed
 15. cashin’ bills, words for thrills, maybe i should chill
 16. i forgot the punch line but nevermind i’ll craft another
 17. mc kajo gotta say pretty nice dancing brother
 18. yeah, kid you’re the first dude who picks fake lashes
 19. not to mention you got fake tits and fake asses
 20. like your girl, but nice makeup plus a taste for cake is classless
 21. yeah but check it my styles are always phat as hell
 22. After this battle you won’t even show your own face ’cause it’s fat as well

 kajo first answers to the theme of voting for the communist Party with self- irony 
in a unit of three lines. in the next two lines, he states that he’s got self- irony, at the 
same time referring to ironine’s email address (itseironine, “self- ironic”; the artist’s 
name is a construction that also contains a reference to his last name, Rauta [iron]). 
he then resorts to a coherent, dramatic narrative reflecting his defeat in the writ-
ten battle finale—to the style of the schemes employed on these occasions. in these 
lines he uses the same rhyme for all four lines, which constitute a semantic unit 
(6–9; 10–13). The punch line (line 13) provides a declaration of superiority made 
in a rarer roundabout style: kajo depicts his defeat in the written battles as being a 
compensation so that people would not see only him winning all the battles. At the 
moment he forgets the next punch line, he emphatically comments on this, which is 
a common tactic of turning a moment of vulnerability to one’s favor (cf. Pihel 1996). 
he answers to ironine’s feminizing disses by a parallel, yet less openly sexual, means 
of feminization, continuing with a comment on ironine’s imagined fat girlfriend. his 
final couplet insinuates ironine’s supposed feminine identity by referring to him with 
the name of a jury member (oG ulla- maija* is a female name).

F ironine iii
 1. Sä luulet olevas viekas mut
 2. uutisii, tää on rahalla tienattu
 3. opintotuista nostettu massii
 4. ja mitä sult voi odottaa ku oksennust kassii
 5. Jos sä meet kattomaan peilii
 6. jos te ootte katellu kassoilla neitii
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 7. nii todennäköisesti törmäätte tähä
 8. tää on se säälittävä kyyryselkäne jäbä
 9. lippa päässä, ettei tunnista
 10. ai kato plussa- kortil on rahaa, täl voi poistaa blunttia
 11. sit se menee kotii ja täyttää sossulappuja
 12. ja mitä vittua mahtaa edes löytyä kajon taskusta
 13. me käytiin Kanadasta
 14. ja mitä löyty taskusta, sielt löyty kananpaskaa
 15. ei rahaa, ei ganjaa, ei mitää muut ku rastat
 16. joltai muijalt minkä se oli mestoilla raiskannu
 17. tommosen jätkän mä oon unissani seinälle paiskannu
 18. en hakkausmielessä, vaan et voisin työntyy
 19. sä oot hävinny mulle vitun pelle friistailis, aika myöntyy

 1. i know you think you’re foxily clever
 2. Newsflash, only cash can get you quality leather
 3. Tapping that student aid gets me slick rags
 4. But all you even got is some puke in a sick bag
 5. look in the mirror, you can’t get out words
 6. And if you’ve all ever checked out the checkout girl
 7. It’s pretty likely you’ll run into this fool
 8. A pathetic old hunchback who mutters and drools
 9. Cap turned down like an anonymous sleeper
 10. Oh shit you got bonus points, now you can score some reefer
 11. Then he goes home and fills out his welfare
 12. Look in his pockets, I wonder what the hell’s in there
 13. We went on a canadian trip
 14. And what was in his pocket, nothing but a bunch of chickenshit
 15. no green, no weed, just dreadlocks on this hairy prick
 16. Who stole them off a woman he raped
 17. i slam this fuck against the wall in my dreams when i wake
 18. And not for a beatdown but so i could enter
 19. you’ve lost this battle to me you clown, so bow down front and center

 ironine, for his part, returns to discuss his jacket, which kajo earlier accused of 
being from the 1980s (old and weary), thereby turning the debate again to the pro-
files already made: to him having a profession (and better work and wage), while his 
opponent is imagined as an unschooled, low- wage worker in a feminine position of 
a supermarket cashier living on social benefits. The end- rhyme word rastat* (dread-
locks) is invented by him after a small moment of hesitation, which shows how even 
such a contextually irrelevant phonic association is quickly wrapped into a semanti-
cally and syntactically logical argument. The last punch line underlines that he’ll now 
win against kajo in freestyle, not only in the written battles, and while priming this 
final argument, he again feminizes his opponent with a sexual reference.
 As both battlers are equally able to develop and continue the challenges thrown by 
his opponent, a jury member asks the audience whether they want more—and the 
audience shouts loudly in acceptance. The end lines of kajo’s fourth utterance, the last 
fully transcribed, together with ironine’s immediate answer show a heated moment 
in the battle, as well as how real- life incidents and facts can be used as raw material 
for quite harsh fictive images in battle argumentation.
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G kajo iV:
 1. Sul on vissii joku järjes ongelma
 2. sanoit et mä oon kommunisti—ei me käytetä plussa- kortteja
 3. meikä ei haluu tukee mitää vitu Prismaa tai Anttilaa
 4. mut jäbäl ei tähän touhuun oo mitään kanttia
 5. eiks se o hyvä että elämäs on jotai siis plussaa
 6. toisin ku jäbä ku vittu näyttää pelkkää miinusta
 7. ja mitä pahaa sä sanot minusta
 8. aivan sama ku räppäät ni mun korvat huutaa kivusta
 9. Jee, ja tää elämä yhtä painajaista
 10. kajo voi voittaa sen vaikka flow ois vähän laiska
 11. jee, ja ku sä räppäät jengi pettyy
 12. ei auta vaik sä oot nii vitu ylihypetetty
 13. Jee, etkä sä oo kuuma
 14. eikä se tee läpästä yhtää parempaa et sen—HUUTAA
 15. vähä niinku tää Marko
 16. sen takii tällasta jäbää mä en mitää paljo palvo
 17. Jee sä oot vitu feikkari
 18. spreikannu tos, mut et sä oo mikää peinttari
 19. jee sä oot nii feikki hä
 20. julkasi Skr- kuvan feisbookkiin nii jengi vittuili et se on tehty peintillä
 21. kelaa sitä,
 22. mc kajo tulee ja vielä räppää lisää
 23. koska mä oon se jäbä jolta onnistuu se friistail räbä
 24. jote sä voit pysyy jatkossaki ilman palkkaa Skr:n piirtäjänä

 1. You seem to have a problem with your mind, you tard
 2. You called me a communist, we don’t use bonus cards
 3. I don’t want to support any fucking department stores
 4. but you don’t have the stomach for these freestyle wars
 5. So isn’t it good that there’s something bonus in life?
 6. unlike for you, you’re so broke you’ve never even seen a pinstripe
 7. And all this abuse you’re hurling is lame
 8. Whatever, every time you rap i gotta clutch my ears in pain
 9. yeah, i’m listening to your nightmarish bellow
 10. kajo’s always winning even if he drops his flow mellow
 11. yeah, and when you rap people just get disappointed
 12. it doesn’t matter if you’re hyped enough to seem anointed
 13. yeah, you’re not hot, i’m not buying what you’re selling
 14. And bars just don’t get better even if you rap them yellinG
 15. kinda like marko here
 16. These are people i gotta say i fear . . . i don’t revere
 17. Yeah you’re such a fucking faker
 18. You got a spray can there but you ain’t no fucking painter
 19. Yeah you’re such a reckless fake
 20. You put a pic on SKR’s Facebook and people thought it was MS Paint
 21. check it,
 22. mc kajo’s coming on and rapping some more
 23. ’Cause I’m the goddamn number- one original describer
 24. So you can still not get paid and stay on as our visual designer

kajo continues by tying in the themes, previously taken up by ironine, of his political 
stance and the bonus card. two quatrains playing with thematic associations then 
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lead to a theatrically highlighted comment claiming that ironine shouts. As his final 
attack, kajo creates a dismissive image reflecting one of ironine’s major punch lines 
created during the first round about having drawn the Skr logo: the opponent is not 
a talented painter, but he can continue to draw for Skr without pay.
 This accusation is so direct that it arouses an immediate need to answer. ironine 
wraps up a retort where he points out that Samppi (S- molli, the co- founder of Skr) 
has indeed paid him, stressing his message by cleverly priming the punch line with 
the remark that the other, being so poor, is sorrowful indeed.

h ironine iV:
 1. toi köyhyys on suolesta
 2. huonoi uutisii, Samppi maksoi sun puolesta
 3. saitte yleisöö mun julisteitten takia
 4. mä piirsin siihe vaginan //

 1. Yeah poverty stinks
 2. Bad news yo ’cause Samppi bought you in
 3. You got an audience ’cause I’m a poster designer
 4. take note, i drew a vagina

 The exchange continues, and, after five rounds, a jury member states that the votes 
of the other members are divided 1–1, so it’s up to him to decide (but he hasn’t decided 
yet). one more round is thus agreed upon: stamina, one of the central values and in 
such cases often the only concluding one, is on test now. kajo takes his final turn, still 
energetic, but in a later conversation, ironine himself acknowledged that his strength 
had started to fall.

Figure 7. mc ironine. Photo by Joni ikäläinen.
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 Stamina is particularly visible in kajo’s ability to still command the performance by 
finding an effective last attack. This punch line also completed, consciously or uncon-
sciously, a longer intertextual chain of associations that is one of the creative highlights 
for an attentive listener in these events. This chain reflected the fact discussed by rölli 
and ironine at the beginning of the event: although ironine now lives in tampere, his 
origins are in turku, a major city adjacent to kaarina, kajo’s hometown. in the fifth 
round of the final battle, kajo returns to the subject:

k kajo V
 1. // Ja miks sä muutit tampereelle
 2. koska koko turku tietää et sä oot vitu ankee pelle
 3. mut ketää ei voi ikinä kutsuu kallee pelleks
 4. jos kalle tulee tampereelle ni tulee tampereelle helle //

 1. Now in Tampere, why’d you come down?
 2. ’Cause everyone in Turku knows you’re such a dumb clown
 3. but no one could ever call kalle a freak caveman
 4. If Kalle came to Tampere there would be a heatwave, man

kajo ends his final turn with the following punch line:

l kajo Vi:
 1. // Ja sut salee feidaan
 2. ja pitää tulla käymään tampereel uudestaan koska sul ei oo siel kavereita

 1. i’ll fade you in penitence
 2. I gotta make it over to Tampere ’cause I know you don’t have any friends

categorically depicting the opponent as socially inept is an emphatic ending, one 
that is difficult to turn back—at least after six rounds of full- length freestyle battle 
performance. Finally, kajo is judged the winner for the third time in the history of 
this event.

Semantic Components of Composition

The battle is essentially a game of excellence in cleverly dissing the opponent, and both 
battlers are competent in this. ironine’s success stems particularly from his credibility 
in the offensive attacks. he has a background in youth theater, and his punch lines 
are often highlighted effectively with gestures and other performative means. kajo’s 
performance, then, is based on a sovereign command of the idiom in all its poetic, 
structural, communicative, and stylistic means; his punch lines are effective, and his 
cognitive skills are imposing.
 The arguments created in the battle are tied to its primary aim: to win over the 
rival by clever verbal abuse and braggadocio. nevertheless, the ability to answer to 
the opponent’s claims and turn these to one’s own favor are major points of success 
and evaluation, strongly present in both finalists’ turns here. two themes surface 
throughout the entire battle. one of them was related to the written battle league Skr, 
which is personified in kajo, the co- founder and co- leader of this league. Another 
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central theme was the creation of contrasting profiles through more imaginary social, 
political, and class- oriented references. both themes were opened for discussion by 
kajo in his first turn. in addition to these central themes, major retorts were built 
on the accusations of non- improvised lines and comments about not being sober, 
ironine’s coat, and the more specific subject of voting. retorts to these themes and 
subjects were created either immediately in the opening couplets, in the middle or 
at the end of the following turn, or later, after a period of digestion.
 The improvisers’ performances fluctuated between the following major components: 
(1) situation- specific, targeted claims; (2) reflections deriving from various kinds of 
phonic/semantic/thematic associations or things perceived by the senses, for example: 
visual (bag on the floor, advertisement on the wall), aural (loudness of voice), or 
bodily (drink tickets in the pocket) cues immanent in the performance context; and 
(3) material generated from common battle subjects and themes, like the assertion of 
being the winner or that the opponent will lose. except for the contextually emergent, 
perceivable referents, performers’ improvised utterances include references deriving 
from elsewhere—from their memories, personal experiences, common knowledge, 
recent news, and so forth. These again appear at different levels of consciousness 
and may be immediately graspable to the rival and the audience, or more hidden. 
The most evident of these referents is names, which for their part may be explicitly 
chosen or brought in by more unconscious associations that spring to mind. names 
and similar referents may carry extra- textual information and stylistic cues, such as 
irony and sarcasm, but it is important not to over- analyze their significance without 

Figure 8. mc kajo vs. mc ironine. Theatrical moves are used to strengthen the arguments 
during one’s own turn as well as to comment on those of the rival. Photo by Joni ikäläinen.
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an affirmation of them being explicit and intentional, as their function may also be 
purely phonic or connotative.
 The latter category is, although worded by performers in unending new ways, the-
matically stereotypical: a generative source for finding something to say during the 
moments when a pause for the cognitive work is needed and nothing more personal 
is on the horizon. nevertheless, these battle themes also function as a trademark of 
the genre—perhaps similar to descriptions of receiving a letter, saddling a horse, and 
making one’s way to the battleground in traditional epic poetry—which communicates 
to the audience that a certain kind of performance is on its way (cf. Foley 1991, 1995).

Freestyle Rap Battle Themes and Strategies

in a playoff game, the main goal of a battler is to win over his rival each and every 
time. A performer’s strength can appear in inventive and witty punch lines, creative 
and novel rhymes and imagery, appealing personal flow (style in rhythm and deliv-
ery), performative means, and self- confidence, as well as in technical mastery such 
as multi- rhymes and the ability to follow the musical background and change flows. 
yet all this is not enough without situation- sensitive wit and rapidity in creating argu-
ments and topics related to the performance context and, particularly, in reacting to a 
rival’s arguments. These factors speak to the audience and the jury, convincing them 
and making them laugh. From the performer, this requires a tangible presence and 
energy invested in the performance. lyrical improvisation is thus highly dependent 
on psychological energy and readiness, a right “mind- set,” for harnessing one’s skills 
and stretching them to maximal performance. relying only on the mind’s inventive-
ness and wit rather than on a prepared text or scheme for finding situation- sensitive 
subject matter also makes a performer extremely vulnerable. Therefore, performative 
strategies serve as important aids. in a rap battle, such strength- boosting strategies 
include the characteristic mode of speech in disses and boasts, the practice of creat-
ing a profile for the rival and oneself, and the use of outspoken and taboo- breaking 
language.
 Standard boasts/disses often fall into the following categories: skills and perfor-
mance (pre- scripted lyrics, offbeat, “freezing” [see below]); outlook, outfit, manners; 
place of origin; rap career; drug abuse; and weakness outlined through references to 
homosexuality, lack of sexual prowess, and, more generally, feminization. in disses 
and boasts, visible, known, interpreted, and imagined details provide the anchor for 
arguments developed on the spur of the moment. These themes are common in battles, 
and it is not easy to vary and embed situationally inspired and poetically constructed 
referents, metaphors, and images in one’s output unless one is truly fluent in the oral- 
poetic idiom. yet the ideal is to always find new situation- sensitive ways to express 
even the thematically stereotypical disses and boasts. even experienced performers 
draw from stock themes in the case of blank moments or a drop in energy level. 
owing to the remarkable load for the working memory, the verbal text typically alter-
nates between coherent and semantically well- grounded arguments; general, more or 
less vague introductory and priming lines; and sections that are filled in during the 
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cognitive work. A significant part of an mc’s competence lies in maintaining the flow 
of lines at all events, and “freezing,” or not being able to continue to create lines and 
rhymes, is avoided at all costs. competent performers work out any blind instances, 
moments of misspeaking, or lapses of memory, perhaps deviating from their main 
points but still creating logical phrases and lines.
 in traditions and genres of lyrical improvisation that are based on a theater- like 
setting, performers take on a selected or proposed role or character. This is also the 
case in the Finnish “show- freestyle” that leans on sketches fashioned in the style 
of improvised theater. in a freestyle battle, however, in their effort to win over the 
opponent, performers act directly against the rival as a person. in order to stay within 
the frames of performance even in this situation, what i refer to as “profiling” is com-
monly used. by this, i mean that the performer actively shapes the character of his/
her rival and expands the argumentation on the grounds of connotations that are ste-
reotypically connected to such a character’s profile. This can be quite straightforward 
between two performers not known to each other, or more subtly created, as in the 
battle between kajo and ironine (a low- wage worker, bag lady, welfare parasite versus 
a conservative, parvenu anti- environmentalist). As the rival is normally announced 
a few moments prior to the beginning of the battle, the profile is often grounded in 
reflections of similar subjects, visible or imaginary, as in the more coincidental disses. 
Such profiles based on visually captured or stereotypical characterizations are easily 
graspable by the audience.
 Strategies that are common in lyrical improvisation for energizing the audience 
and the opponent (cf. Pagliai 2010) consist of retorting insults and the use of sexu-
ally explicit and hideous language and referents that are at the limit of good taste. 
That “sex sells” is not an invention of modern mass media and entertainment busi-
ness, but present in many cultures’ ritualized folklore and festivals (like carnival), 
where taboos are broken and gender and power roles are turned upside down—for a 
strictly framed, short span of time. The use of the specific poetic idiom and a cultur-
ally conventional performative register is often enough to create such frames. The 
conventional performative setting of a battle enhances this framing and makes it clear 
even to a less- well- versed spectator that the language and strategies used within these 
frames are part of the performance.
 Whereas the above- mentioned strategies are universal in verbal duels—and in 
any other type of performed on- stage humor, like improvised theater or stand- up 
comedy—the means that directly derive from the African American battle rap and 
rap music cultures are imaginary violence; extreme masculinity (the culture is pro-
nouncedly heterosexual but also allows for expressions of dominant homosexual 
behavior); and references to sexual intercourse with the rival’s sister, mother, or girl-
friend. These strategies and their applications easily transform the frames of discourse 
and give the impression of power and dominance, and in their out- of- the- real- world 
nature appeal to boys at the young age at which most of them start learning to freestyle. 
They belong to the battle rap peer- group aesthetic, although they can also be used 
in a subtle way or avoided altogether. competent improvisers can adjust the lexicon 
and style of the register according to the performance venue and audience.
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 The targets of the disses and even the formation of profiles become an all- the- more- 
complex blend of intimate knowledge and imaginary characteristics as the familiarity 
between the performers increases. This aspect of inventive associations particularly 
rewards those who follow the scene closely. As was exemplified in the battle between 
kajo and ironine, real instances familiar to both performers are increasingly referred 
to and used as raw material for statements. The audience is, of course, rarely fully 
aware of what is behind all these references. This creates layers of intimacy that make 
the active participants and the circles that closely follow them an oral community that 
shares the performance history and is able to discuss it and make references to it, both 
in and outside of performance. A closer analysis of interrelated performances reveals 
elaborate, meandering intertextual chains of expressions and themes, illustrated here 
by examples within the frames of one event.
 The study of the emergent youth register of the freestyle rap battle suggests that it 
adheres to collective values that are very similar to other forms of oral composition: 
the individual performers’ art and skill to employ a shared oral poetic idiom in a 
rule- governed performative register in contextually relevant and imaginary ways. The 
aesthetics of performance and the particular skills needed are typical of those found 
in communicative oral traditions that focus on lyrical improvisation, but they are 
somewhat different from the composition of narratives such as long epic poems that 
are structured in performance by one person alone. nonetheless, the study of impro-
vised rap battle utterances as entities shows that the construction of them similarly 
takes advantage of regular themes, although experienced performers can phrase even 
stock themes differently each time. These regular themes provide time for inventing 
those more personal arguments that create the uniqueness of the specific collabora-
tive event. The particular enchantment of contest poetry is that it puts on display the 
human poetic, sociolinguistic, and cognitive capacities to be creative and re- create 
social reality within the frames of a performance. Particularly, contest poetry puts on 
display the art of collaboration in the limited time frame and immediate context of 
the performance. Performers monitor an opponent’s verbal output, which provides 
subject material to work with and from which they draw their best punch lines. even 
to win, a performer needs a rival.
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Notes

 1. For contributions on verbal dueling in traditional settings in english, see, for example, caraveli 
(1982, 1985); caton (1990); herzfeld (1985); kezich (1982); Pagliai (2009, 2010); yaqub (2007); Zedda 
(2009). For contributions in other languages, see, for example, bravi (2010); caocci and macchiarella 
(2011); Díaz- Pimienta (2014); trapero (2008). For recent analyses of rap battles, see Alim, lee, and carris 
(2010, 2011); cutler (2007, 2009); lee (2009a, 2009b, 2016); Williams and Stroud (2010, 2014).
 2. Finnish freestylists are most familiar with the rap olympics organized in los Angeles in 1997, due 
to rap artist eminem’s participation (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/rap_olympics [accessed march 
15, 2018]). The annual hip- hop festival Scribble Jam, including high- level emcee battles, was held in 
cincinnati, ohio, from 1996 to 2008 (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scribble_Jam [accessed march 
15, 2018]).
 3. http://www.rapsm.fi/ (accessed march 15, 2018).
 4. For example, lauri honko says that an epic singer is guided by a story line and a performance 
strategy when he or she proceeds “in the path of composition” (1998:132–40). in each performance, 
the story line is composed of smaller plot units whose form and order is susceptible to variation and 
adaptation into the social realm and performative demands, yet the main story line may remain rather 
intact throughout performances. lauri harvilahti similarly points out that “the interplay between the 
traditional, relatively stable key- passages and constant, skillful variation is the hallmark of an erudite 
performer” in his analysis of what he terms contextual, textual, and semantic strategies used by perform-
ers of Altay epic (2003:97).
 5. lord also argued that oral composition is not improvisation, but he never defined what improvisa-
tion is (e.g., lord [1960] 2001:5, 1989:42–3; in more detail, see Sykäri 2011:69–78, 2017:127–8).
 6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfgtnh8bpps (accessed June 4, 2018).
 7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ebXvFlsW58 (accessed June 4, 2018).
 8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuialPuoyri (accessed June 4, 2018).
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